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JURIS DIVERSITAS
Juris Diversitas is an international legal community
founded in 2007. Dr Seán Patrick Donlan, University of
Limerick, summarises its origins and aims.
Juris Diversitas has two related primary aims: (i) the study of
legal and normative mixtures and movements and (ii) the
encouragement of interdisciplinary dialogue between jurists
and others (especially anthropologists, geographers, historians,
philosophers, sociologists etc). While our teaching and research
interests are quite diverse, many of our original members were
comparative lawyers. A number were involved in the activities
of the World Society of Mixed Jurisdiction Jurists, an
organisation largely dedicated to ‘classical mixed jurisdictions’
that combine continental private law and Anglo-American
public and criminal law. Since our foundation, we have added
additional scholars from both the law and beyond.
Beginning last year, Juris Diversitas began a more aggressive
research programme. The group co-organised, with the Swiss
Institute of Comparative law, a symposium in September 2009
on the theme of hybrid legal systems. The primary focus was on
legal mixtures that fit neither the standard legal ‘families’ of
comparative law nor the ‘classical mixed jurisdictions’. These
included Comoros, Cyprus, Malta and Nepal. Legal hybridity in
the European past and present, between customary and state
law, in the World Trade Organization, and in Louisiana were all
discussed. A collection of the articles developed out of the
symposium will be published by the institute later this year.
A second symposium on Mediterranean legal hybridity, was
held in June 2010 in Malta, co-organised with the Law Faculty
and Mediterranean Institute of the University of Malta. Its theme
was the hybridity, both legal and normative, in the region. A
continuing project on the same theme will be launched which
will, insofar as is appropriate and practical, adopt an inter- and
multidisciplinary approach. In particular, it will draw on and go
beyond earlier analysis of (i) ‘mixed legal systems’, where
diverse state laws emerge from different legal traditions, and (ii)
‘legal’ or normative pluralism. Our hope is that the project
might serve as a model for similar studies in other parts of the
world. Papers presented at the symposium will be published.
In addition to proposed conferences in 2011, we have
created a blog, a public site dedicated to our aims. It alerts
members and others to related events, materials, and
associations and includes a register for those interested in
potential collaborative research and exchange. We have also
created an advisory board of well-known and well-respected
scholars working at the boundaries of legal and social sciences:
Patrick Glenn, Marco Guadagni, Roderick Macdonald, Werner
Menski, Esin Örücü, Vernon Valentine Palmer, Rodolfo Sacco,
Boaventura de Sousa Santos, William Twining and Jacques
Vanderlinden. Our executive committee includes: Seán Patrick
Donlan, Ignazio Castellucci and Olivier Moréteau. For further
information, contact e sean.donlan@ul.ie or see the blog
w http://jurisdiversitas.blogspot.com.
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Law, morality and disgust: the regulation of ‘extreme
pornography’ in England and Wales – P Johnson
The legal academic of Max Weber’s tragic modernity –
P Minkkinen
Diglossic Rights in the Lebanese Courtroom – VA Khachan
‘A tragedy of monumental proportions’: indigenous
Australians and the common law again – H Douglas and
J Corrin
‘Dialogue and debate’: labour, constitution and a sense of
measure: a debate with Alain Supiot
decisions on funding across our schemes while reducing the
workload for individuals and providing a more efficient and
consistent decision-making process.’
Peer review college
Last but not least, a peer review college has been introduced to
referee grant proposals and to support the new committee
structure and grants assessment process. Nominations were
sought from the research community and a wide range of users
and stakeholders, including some international representation.
Its members have been selected and the college itself will be in
place by summer 2010. Members will be asked to sign up to
review a set number of proposals per year and the intention is
that this ‘will provide a more effective means for reviewing
research applications by improving the overall response rate of
reviewers and thus reducing processing times for proposals’.
The college will have some 2000 members from academic
and non-academic backgrounds who can be called on to referee
most grants and awards, although fast-track grants are now
specifically excluded from the remit. In addition to using
members of the new college, the council will, of course, continue
to draw upon the wider academic and user communities to act
as referees on research proposals.
Conclusion
From the point of view of the socio-legal community, on one
level these changes may appear purely administrative. We have
retained one socio-legal representative on the Grants
Assessment Panel replacing the one representative on the
Research Grants Board. We have a number of socio-legal
reviewers among the peer review college membership and other
reviewers can in any event be called upon to referee grant
proposals. However, small grants, post-doctoral fellowships and
some knowledge transfer schemes will be dealt with by selected
panel members rather than the panel or board, but this should
speed up the decision-making process. In addition, the inclusion
of a wider range of third-sector reviewers and panel members is
a real attempt at embedding impact within the review process,
although academic excellence is still the key determinant for
successful applications. One significant change that has come
through the restructuring is the fact that, whereas the Research
Grants Board made decisions which were final, the decisions of
the panel will in future have to be approved by the Grants
Delivery Group. How significant this proves to be will have to
be judged over time. It may well depend on how the new
government views the role of the research councils and their
funding. As we all know, we are entering uncharted territory.
1 w www.esrcsocietytoday.ac.uk/ESRCInfoCentre/strategicplan/.
2 Diagrams reproduced with the permission of the ESRC.
